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Summary. The Romanian Parliament can be dissolved, from a strictly formal point of view, only according to Article 89 of the Romanian Constitution. This constitutional procedure was designed from the very beginning in such a way that it is almost impossible to implement. At first glance, there is no alternative to the procedure described in the Constitution for Parliament dissolution. Still, if one analysis the text of the Constitution, both in relation with the constitutional theory and the practical experiences of comparative law, finds out that there is another possibility.

The Parliament can also be dissolved by the election of a new Constituent Assembly, which will draft the text of a new Constitution. The Parliament dissolution can happen at any time, through the initiative of a referendum for the formation of a Constituent Assembly. We are not talking about a revision of the Constitution, for which there are specific norms (Title VII, Articles 150-152) and which can lead to the changing of some articles; we are talking about a completely changed Constitution, with a new structure and a content that will be in accordance with the political realities of Romania’s membership to the European Union.

It was often said that, until now, the Parliament was not dissolved by applying constitutional provisions. In fact, this is not true. It will be argued that there was a case, under the present Constitution, when the Parliament self-dissolved. This event took place in 1992, before parliamentary elections.

The self-dissolution of the Parliament, that year, came as a direct result of the Constituent Assembly ending its activity. Taking into account this precedent, nothing prevents today the dissolution of the Parliament as a consequence of the endorsement by referendum of the formation of a new Constituent Assembly.

The setting up of a new Constituent Assembly and thus the dissolution of the current Parliament elected in 2004 - through other procedures other than those from the present Constitution - can only by made as a result of a referendum.
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1. THE CONSTITUENT POWER, THE CONSTITUENT AUTHORITY, THE CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY

In any democracy, the constituent power belongs only to the people. This power is in the same time prior and superior to the state because it creates the Constitution. The Parliament is a political body that formulates the Constitution. Thus, the Constitution is just formulated by the constituent authority but the constituent power creates the Constitution. The constituent authority performed by a Constituent Assembly, must not be mistaken for the people, even though, from a constitutional point of view, the people does not express itself directly, but through a constituent authority.

Traditionally, the constitutional doctrine made the distinction between primary and secondary constituent authority/power¹. The first refers to the process of drafting a new Constitution through a rupture with the existing Constitution. The second envisages the changing of a Constitution but keeping the basic concepts

¹ For more information on this topic see Ion DELEANU, Instituţii şi proceduri constituţionale în dreptul român şi în dreptul comparat [Constitutional Institutions and Procedures in Romanian law and comparative law], C.H. Beck, Bucharest, 2006, p. 222 – 223.
The constituent power was defined in constitutional doctrine as “the source of establishing constitutional norms or the power of making a constitution and thus determining the fundamental norms by which state’s powers organize themselves”2. The constituent power goes beyond any effort of constitutionalization and cannot be totally integrated in the field of law. The constituent power manifests itself revolutionary, any constitution being, in fact, “the final act of the revolution”3. Any revolution puts an end to the constitutional legality in place and generates a new constitutional order; the revolution “gives to the people the practice of primary constituent power”4. The constituent power is an essential act of innovation within a political regime; it is man’s ability to make history5 and not only to live its consequences.

The theory of constituent power and authority in its modern sense takes up Spinoza’s distinction between potestas and potestia – in the sense of power exercise6. The constituent power plays the role of “puissance” (sovereignty) and the constituent authority the one of “pouvoir” (authority).

The revolutionary manifestation” of the constituent power does not necessarily entail a revolution or an insurrection, as it was the case in December 1989 when the Romanian people acted as a constituent power, setting in place a new state order disregarding the 1965 Constitution which was still in place on December 22nd 1989 and which will never have allowed the formation of the first organizations to lead the country (FSN, CFSN, PCUN, etc.). There are cases when the constituent power of the people can manifest as a consequence of a low-degree change of the democratic regime. Thus, the Romanian constitutional doctrine admitted that

“The constituent power should not make itself known through force but through authority [...] its setting up should be peaceful [...] The constituent power has thus authority, that is – it is acknowledged [...] The constituent power has authority, that is – does not encounter resistance from behalf of its subjects because they are convinced of its legitimacy, because they are convinced of its competences”9.

“The primary constituent authority appears in revolutionary settings. Revolutionary does not necessarily mean insurrectional [...] Revolution is a rupture of the positive law, not an aggressive action”10.

As we have stated before, a manifestation of the people as a constituent power happened immediately after the Revolution from December 1989 when through the Law Decree no. 92 of 1990 a Constituent Assembly was established. Nothing stays in the way of establishing a Constituent Assembly, as a means of constituent power manifestation, today. This power is residual, in the sense that its intervention cannot be limited by any state power. There are moments when this power manifests itself (the establishment of a Constituent Assembly), as well as moments when it does not (periods of time when the state limits its activity to applying the Constitution’s provisions).

Here comes the obvious question: what exactly can the constituent power change - the whole Constitution or just a part of it? Another subsequent question arise from the latter: should the constituent power take into account or not the procedure of revision and the present limits regarding the Constitution’s revision?

Constitutional theory and practice offer an answer to these questions.

The distinction between rigid and flexible constitutions is considered by some authors as being relative11. Their argument is that a constitution that is too rigid is no longer a formal constitution. These authors consider that any constitution has a certain degree of rigidity and flexibility. I share this perspective. The differences between constitutions can be made according to the ratio between rigid and flexible norms which make any constitution12. The Romanian Constitution has a high degree of rigidity, due to the stipulations regarding the limits of revision (Article 152). The authors of this Constitution were convinced of the perfection of their work, which resulted in trying to impose it for a very long period of time. A lot of obstacles were raised to safeguard the revision, which were almost impossible to overcome formally and in the same time were set way above the threshold of ensuring political stability. Regarding defining the limits of the revision of the Constitution, a political solution was preferred to the constitu-

---

6. Antonio Negri, op. cit., p. 35.
11. For an apsise point of view, in favour of a clear distinction between rigid and flexible constitutions, see Ioan Muraru, Elena Simionna Tănăsescu, Drept constituţional şi instituţii politice [Constitutional law and political institutions], 12 edition, vol. I, C.H. Beck, 2005, Bucharest, p. 55 and seq.
tional one. As it was observed in the Romanian constitutional theory:

“In 1990/1991 [...] the present generation of politicians ended up deciding, in advance, regarding the future that was to be born. Initiating the limitation of Constitution’s revision stops being a simple legal action and enters the realm of lasting political options.”

Regarding the way in which the Constitution can be revised, the inter-war Romanian constitutional theory notices that:

“All these constitutions that could not be revised before a certain date or provisions by which certain forms or regimes are declared untouchable have no legal value because the right of a human society to form its government and the law they think is appropriate is [...] imprescriptible and inalienable. They can be, at most, the expression of some wishes which can be accomplished or respected or not as the future generations consider.”

According to other views that belongs to the Romanian constitutional theory, expressed under the empire of the 1991 Constitution,

“People’s freedom to decide in the future their own destiny and political status cannot be limited in any way and this includes declaring un-revisable some dispositions of a Constitutions adopted in a moment of time.”

“Both the doctrine and the practice of comparative law agree that the present legal power cannot compel the legal powers that will come” – notice the confusion the authors make between constituent power and constituent authority.

“No material limits can be enforced upon the constituent power [...] the constituent power can make whatever it wants of the Constitution. The so-called material limits infringed upon the constituent power [...] can be overcome.”

The same line of thought has the constitutional theory from other countries:

“Legally speaking, the procedure of declaring a part of the Constitution as not-revisable lacks value. The present constituent power is not superior to the future constituent power and cannot limit it, not even regarding a fixed matter. Such dispositions are mere wishes, political manifestations, but have no legal value, no compulsory force for the future writers of the constitution.”

The constitutional practice followed the same path. Thus, according to a decision of the French Constitutional Council:

“The constituent power is sovereign [...] it can choose to dissolve, to change or to add to the provision with constitutional value, in the way they consider fit.”

There are also practical examples to support the view that the constituent power does not have to consider the formal limits of revision. The French Constitution from 1795 had a very difficult revision procedure, which did not prevent it from being completely changed, by the intervention of the constituent power.

Opposite ideas were also expressed in the constitutional theory. According to these ideas the constituent power should consider the limits of the revision described in the Constitution at that moment in time. Thus, it was stated that:

“It is preferred that the writers of the constitution make a distinction between matters that seem essential and cannot be changed [...] and others [...] that can always be changed.”

This point of view is not accepted by the Romanian constitutional theory and many arguments against it are presented:

“If one was to accept Pactet’s point of view, it means that even the revisions made under the pressure of the strong and largely-accepted opinions of some articles of the constitutions, declared not-revisable by the very constitution, will be qualified as coup d’etat.”

One should notice that even Antonie Iorgovan, the so called “Father of the Romanian Constitution from 1991”, agreed that the limits of revising the Constitution from 1991 can be overcome by the manifestation of the constituent power and the organization of a new constituent authority:

“The Constitution provisions declared as non-revisable could still be revised through a procedure in which, after consulting the Parliament, the President of the Republic would ask the people to express their wish towards organizing a new constituent power. Once this assembly would be established, it would have powers to adopt a new constitution, in which the provisions declared not-revisable by the present constitution to be changed” – notice the same confusion made by Antonie Iorgovan between constituent power and constituent authority.

Initiating a referendum by Romania’s President to form a new Constituent Assembly which will have the power to adopt a new constitution and not only to revise the existing one was formulated ever since 1994 by one of the main authors of the 1991 Constitution!
Nevertheless, we have seen above that Antonie Iorgovan stated in 2004 that the will of the constituent power goes beyond the forms of political regime, which is in accordance with his statement from 1994.

Thus, a new form of manifestation of the constituent power may consider neither the procedure of revision nor the limits of revision described in Title VII of the present Constitution.

There are many procedures by which the constituent power – the people – intervenes:

- Before the adoption of the Constitution;
- After the adoption of the Constitution;
- Both before and after the adoption of the Constitution.

From the perspective of the democratic regime, the last procedure is considered the most suitable by the constitutional theory:

"The most democratic procedure is of course the one that requires the people to ratify the project drafted by a constituent assembly. The people express its will first at the beginning of the process of establishing a Constitution by appointing the representatives, than a second time, at the end of the process, by ratifying or rejecting it."24

This model was used to adopt the 1991 Constitution: the establishment of a Constituent Assembly, made up of the Parliament elected by the people at the elections from May 20th 1990; the adoption of the Constitution by expressing the will of the people, set into practice by the referendum from December 8th 1991.

The model that we are proposing for entering into force of a new Constitution, totally different from the present one, is based on the intervention of the constituent power – the people – with three occasions:

A. Participating to a referendum with the purpose of forming a new Constituent Assembly;
B. Appointing a Constituent Assembly, as consequence of approving a referendum – people electing a new Parliament;
C. Adopting a new Constitution by referendum, after the Constituent Assembly terminates its activity.

The Constituent Assembly as a result of the election of a new Parliament should appoint a Commission which will be in charged with the drafting of two projects for Constitution. The two projects should correspond to the two forms of state organization – the presidential political regime and the parliamentary one.

It is not advisable to proceed as in 1991, when the people had to choose between a Constitution project and thus the people can express its will through a referendum for the formation of a Constituent Assembly project and nothing else, because, in such circumstance the vote is negatively influenced by a psychological pressure: the voters are tempted to vote the proposed constitution, even if they are not convinced of its value because of a simple reason: "better something than nothing."25

Presenting the voters a single project for a Constitution equals transforming the referendum in a plebiscite, for of public consultation which is not acceptable within a democratic regime. In such a circumstance, "People’s sovereignty is no longer active, but passive."26

According to the present constitutional laws, drafting the projects for Constitution has to be made in the same time with the functioning of the newly elected Chamber of Deputies and Senate. Nothing prevents a Constituent Assembly to function as a constituent power as well. This is what happened with all the Constituent Assemblies in Romania since 1866 and until the present day. The Chambers will be in charge with voting the law projects and the legislative initiatives.


The constitutional activity after the December 1989 Revolution was made up of constitutional decrees issued by Frontul Salvării Naționale (FSN - The Front of National Salvation). The entire Romanian constitutional theory acknowledges the constitutional nature of these laws. The 1965 Constitution although it was not repealed by the new revolutionary power it was no longer applied from December 22, 1989 onwards. As evidence of this we have the FSN Decrees by which the basis of a new political organization of the Romanian state was set. This new order had nothing in common with the principles of organization of the Communist state, which were laid down in the 1965 Constitution. Once the 1991 Constitution entered into force, the one from 1965 was repealed by Article 149.

During the first days after the December 1989 Revolution the people acted as a constituent power, going beyond the limits of revision from the 1965 Constitution. It was later when people’s constituent power took the shape of a Constituent Assembly.

This turn of events can also happen today. People expressing its will through a referendum for the formation of a new Constituent Assembly will actually be the expression of will of the constituent power. Afterwards, the Parliament will be dissolved, as a positive result of the referendum and a new Parliament will be elected to draft a project for Constitution and thus the people can express itself as a Constituent Assembly.

On of February 1, 1990 Consiliul Provizoriu de Unitate Națională - (CPUN - Provisional Council for National Solidarity) was established. Shortly after its

24 Pierre Pactet, op. cit., p. 72.
26 Georges Burdeau, La démocratie, Seuil, Paris, 1966, p. 82.
setting up, CPUN adopts the Law Decree no. 92 for the election of Romania’s Parliament and President27.

According to Article 80 para. 1 of Law Decree no. 92 of 1990:

“The Assembly of Deputies and Senators, in common session, will lawfully be the Constituent Assembly for adopting Romania’s Constitution”.

Notice that, according to Law Decree no. 92 of 1990, Romania’s President had the right to dissolve the Constituent Assembly if this does not adopt the constitution within nine months. The Constituent Assembly would rightfully dissolve “in at most 18 months after its formation” (Article 82 (d))

After the presidential and parliamentary elections from May 20th 1990 the Assembly of Deputies and Senators were established as a Constituent Assembly. This Assembly chose a Commission to draft the project for Romanian Constitution which was made up of members of Parliament and experts in the field of constitutional law, as well as other sciences.

By the Decision no. 1 from July 11, 1990 of the Constituent Assembly28 the Constituent Assembly Regulation was adopted and was supplemented by the Decision of the Constituent Assembly no. 2 from September 10, 199129.

The Constitution was voted in the Constituent Assembly’s session from November 21, 1991 and was endorsed by the referendum organized on December 8, 1991.

The Assembly of Deputies and Senators gathered in a last session as a Constituent Assembly on December 13, 1991 to validate the result of the referendum.

During this meeting the following discussion took place:

Mr. Ion IILIESCU: “If you allow me to make an amendment: please forgive me for interfering in the matters of the Assembly. In my view, this provision of the Constitution refers to the 4-year mandate of the Parliament, not to this Parliament that was elected for a period of time until the next elections.”

Mr. Alexandru BÎRLĂDEANU: “I have to thank Mr. President for solving this problem we were facing”30.

Thus, although the Constitution that just entered into force envisaged that the Parliament has a 4-year mandate (Article 60 para. 1) and that the “laws and all other legal documents are applicable as long as they do not infringe upon the present Constitution” (Article 150 para. 1), which meant that the provisions of Article 60 para. 1 prevail over Law Decree 92 of 1990, Romania’s President, Ion Iliescu, and the President of the Senate, Alexandru Bîrlădeanu, decided to break these constitu-

27 Monitorul Oficial [Official Gazette], no. 35/18.03.1990.
28 Monitorul Oficial [Official Gazette], no. 90/12.7.1990.
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Du point de vue formel, le Parlement peut être dissolu seulement conformément à l’article 89 de la Constitution de Roumanie. Si on utilise la théorie constitutionnelle et les expériences pratiques du droit comparé, il y a une autre possibilité: il peut être dissolu par l’élection d’une Assemblée Constituante qui doit rédiger le texte d’une nouvelle Constitution. Rien n’empêche dans le système constitutionnel roumain (ou dans des autres systèmes constitutionnelles) une dissolution du Parlement comme effet de l’approbation par référendum de la formation d’une nouvelle Assemblée Constituante.

Conformément à la théorie constitutionnelle, la volonté du pouvoir constituant transcende toutes les formes du régime politique. La manifestation révolutionnaire du pouvoir constituant n’est pas l’équivalent d’une révolution (comme c’était le cas en Décembre 1989) ou d’une insurrection armée. Il y a des situations quand le pouvoir constituant du peuple peut agir suite à un changement d’intensité réduite du système politique.

L’Assemblée Constituante doit designier une commission ayant comme tâche la rédaction des deux projets de Constitution. Les deux projets doivent correspondre aux formes d’organisation des pouvoirs étatiques. On ne devrait pas procéder comme en 1991 quand le peuple a choisi entre un projet d’organisation des pouvoirs constitutionnels (susceptible d’évoluer dans des autres systèmes constitutionnels) une dissolution du Parlement comme effet de l’approbation par référendum de la formation d’une nouvelle Assemblée Constituante.

Conformément à la théorie constitutionnelle, la volonté du pouvoir constituant transcende toutes les formes du régime politique. La manifestation révolutionnaire du pouvoir constituant n’est pas l’équivalent d’une révolution (comme c’était le cas en Décembre 1989) ou d’une insurrection armée. Il y a des situations quand le pouvoir constituant du peuple peut agir suite à un changement d’intensité réduite du système politique.


AR STEIGIAMIJO ASAMBLĖJA YRA KONSTITUCINĖS REFORMOS RUMUNIJOJE SPRENDIMAS?
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Tačiau čia kyla esminis klausimas: ar Steigiamoji Asamblėja gali pakeisti visą Konstituciją, ar tik jos dalį? Ieškomas atsakymo į šį klausimą, straipsnyje autorius analizuojant konstitucijų keitimo tvarkos specifiką.
